REELS

At noon yesterday, the faculty of the University of Iowa, under the auspices of the Women's League, entertained a large number of women and oldest students.

Dean Klischke gave the welcome address and Professor Roosevelt introduced the first speaker, Mr. Van Horn, who said:

"The situation in France is parallel," Mr. Van Horn said. "The Spanish people are about equally disposed in their sympathies. Millions of them are in the air, and through the pulpits realize the seriousness of the person close to their place. They are certain that their country will not be driven into the conflict."

Everybody Open.

"In France, contrary to the general opinion, activities social and industrial—factories are running, shops are open and the cafes and theaters are operating. The usual hours are kept, and although it looks a bit hard, lacking but adds to this the life is quite the same as usual."

"Generalizations in War Speeches are now being killed in the press or on the advice. The reason being that the nation's full strength is in a state of preparation. Every church, every corner is at war, and though the sympathies realize the seriousness of their person close to their place, they are certain that their country will not be driven into the conflict."
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SUMMER BOOKS

It is interesting to note how easily the discussions at lunch or dinner tables at this time of year may turn to the subject of books. Everyone seems to have read something or other through the summer, and the books talked of are various. Ruth Tarkington's "The Tourists" seems to have enjoyed a just popularity, and we have very strong praise for "K." What we complain of, however, is the smallness of the book market in the schools that do not touch life in a single sentence. We miss mention of a good many books we should like to hear discussed.

There are writers whose works are not yet branded by our English courses as literature that we should like to have talked about. Edith Wharton's "Breen's Day" made pleasant summer reading for some of us, and it seems very close to life. We wonder what the students of this university think of Comps Mackenzie's "Basket Street" in a picture of the college. Those who read "Shiver at Yale" and "Pepper" for this sort of thing were disappointed surely found no such disappointment here. It is this type of book, books that cut right down to real things, that we should like to hear discussed.

THE PUSHBALL.

Through the twin climbing ability of two sophomores, the Grinnell freshmen were denied in the annual clean "swop" held on the Saturday night of the preceding week. The two sophomores patrolled the city in search of stray victims. The report was that "the crowd was somewhat restricted" and that altogether the contest was "the most successful ever staged.

The fall season of the student's organization at Grinnell of class "dope" held over two years of what is considered the ideal medium for producing lower class supremacy, namely, the pushball. Those who have seen both the old style "rush" and the pushball contest are unable to see how any school that has ever tried both plans can ever return to the "rush." The time, boys and number and officials give both sides in pushball contests as equal show. No one needs to spend a night in the woods, there is no danger of serious casualties, and there is the modern, American, chance for a contest governed by rules of their play.

SEPASION

Novice, Representative of Villирует, sophomore in major field, who grew up in Iowa and expected and graduated from the State University of Iowa. As a student he took in scientific research, and his hybrid breeding was obviously favorable to his feeling at home in scientific regions. The first we remember to have heard about this was in a speech of Professor Nutting once at the Iowa City meeting, when the professor was telling enthusiastically how the Iowa college was being carried up in the Canadian wilderness by a young explorer from the university. Such enterprise seems to have been the key to Stewart's calling; for he has kept getting more and more into things up in the far Canadian north, and for the past couple years or some such matter he has been up on the north road of North America trying to find out what is yet to be found off in the sea beyond the mouth of the Mackenzie river. Last year something was reported with apparent truthfulness that Stewart had discovered what was undoubtedly fatal to the historians, and though no one was reported as having attended his funeral, it was assumed that he had in fact gone the way of John Franklin, the account Andre and others who have been climbing for some time and were being carried far up in the Canadian wilderness by the professors took a trip through the project now.

The professors in the botany department spent part of their vacation out of the city. Professor Jordan, full botanist, head of the department, took a trip through Iowa, returning after two weeks. There he attended the meeting at the botanical gardens and took part in the programme. Professor B. D. White read an ocher on Lake Okoboji. At the close of the summer sessions Assistant Professor W. Cowsen went to be
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FOR GROCERIES
CALL
Glassman & Brady
PHONE 230, 231 OR 232

110 Lb. Sugar ..... $5.80
Granolated Grade Flour, sack ..... $2.50
Potatoes, per bushel ..... 75
Red Globe Onions, per bushel ..... 75
Apples, Good Eating or Cooking, per bushel. ..... 50
Strictly Fresh Eggs, dozen ..... 2.25
Pure Lard, 60 Lb. Tub, per lb. ..... 1.50
Good Lean Bacon in 6 Lb. Strip, pound ..... 2.25
Home Grown Large Watermelon, each 15
Oggs Cantaloupes, per dozen ..... 75

Give us a trial and be convinced.

Glassman & Brady

ENGLENT THEATRE
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 27
JOHN W. VOGEL'S BIG MINSTRELS
In the Operatic Farce Comedy
"JAPLAND"
OR THE GARDEN OF THE MIKADO
50 - PEOPLE - 50
FREE STREET PARADE AT NOON
Saturday Noon

PRICES-50¢-75¢-1.00

The True Art of Tailoring lies in making up a suit that will continue to look well. Getting this effect is a "know how" that cannot be copied.

WANT ADS
Leak word in cleaning—Variety Work.


FOR RENT-Two furnished rooms and bath well located. 109 N. Johnson St.

Jefferson Billiard Hall and Barber Shop
C. A. Schmidt, Prop. Iowa City, Iowa

AT THE AMERICAN
4 Days, Starting Saturday, Sept. 26
WALKER WHITESIDE
IN "THE MELTING POT"
Zangwill's Immortal Story in 6 Parts. 5 Shows Daily—2:00; 3:45; 5:30; 7:15 and 9:00
**ANNOUNCEMENT**

**AUTUMN AND WINTER 1915-1916**

The very latest fabrics and fashions have arrived thus opening the new season.

A cordial welcome is extended to the students and faculty to call and review the complete assortment of imported and domestic woolens which we have in stock.

The showing of fabrics this season consists of about 500 patterns comprises beautiful all wool goods including Plaids, Brown Mixtures, Worsted, Novelty weaves and staples, every one with genuine quality.

Kindly consider this a personal invitation to call early.

**JOS. SLAVATA IMPORTING TAILOR**

107 SOUTH CLINTON STREET